Subgraph matching is a fundamental operation for querying graph-structured data. Due to potential errors and noises in real-world graph data, exact subgraph matching is sometimes inappropriate in practice. In this paper we consider an approximate subgraph matching model that allows missing edges. Based on this model, approximate subgraph matching finds all occurrences of a given query graph in a database graph, allowing missing edges. A straightforward approach is to first generate query subgraphs of a given query graph by deleting edges and then perform exact subgraph matching for each query subgraph. In this paper we propose a sharing-based approach to approximate subgraph matching, called SASUM. Our method is based on the fact that query subgraphs are highly overlapped. Due to this overlapping nature of query subgraphs, the matches of a query subgraph can be computed from the matches of a smaller query subgraph, which results in reducing the number of query subgraphs that require expensive exact subgraph matching. Our method uses a lattice framework to identify sharing opportunities between query subgraphs. To further reduce the number of graphs that need exact subgraph matching, SASUM generates small base graphs that are shared by query subgraphs and chooses the minimum number of base graphs whose matches are used to derive the matching results of all query subgraphs. A comprehensive set of experiments shows that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art approach by orders of magnitude in terms of query execution time.
Introduction
A graph is a useful data model that represents objects and their relationships in various applications. For example, a protein-protein interaction network (PPIN) is modeled as a graph where each vertex represents a protein and each edge represents an interaction between two proteins [1] . Graph data are often very large and complex, e.g., PPIN consists of tens of thousands of vertices and hundreds of thousands edges.
One of fundamental operations in graph data processing is subgraph matching. Given a query graph Q and a database graph G, subgraph matching finds all occurrences of Q in G. Subgraph matching requires the subgraph isomorphism test, which is known to be an NP-complete problem [2] . A lot of effort has been devoted to solving the subgraph matching problem efficiently [3] - [8] .
Graph data are incomplete in many cases. For example, when constructing PPIN, many PPI detection methods today produce a significant amount of false positive protein-to- protein interactions. Moreover, they sometimes miss real interactions, generating false negatives [9] . Indeed, exact subgraph matching is inappropriate in such a case. Therefore, approximate subgraph matching is used instead in many applications.
In this paper we adopt an approximate subgraph matching model that allows missing edges. Missing edges represent noises in a database graph. In this model, the edge edit distance (the number of edge deletions needed to transform one graph to another) is used to identify an occurrence of Q. If the edge edit distance between a query graph Q and a subgraph g of G is no more than some user-specified threshold θ, then g is considered as an approximate match of Q. Note that we do not consider approximate matches with additional edges since such matches are always contained by the matches of the query graph.
A simple solution for approximate subgraph matching is to first generate all graphs whose edge edit distance to Q is no more than θ. We call these graphs query subgraphs in this paper and denote the set of all query subgraphs by S (Q, θ). Next, for each query subgraph q in S (Q, θ), we perform exact subgraph matching to find the exact occurrences of q in G. However, there are two shortcomings in this approach. First, exact subgraph matching itself is expensive since it needs the subgraph isomorphism test as mentioned above. Second, the number of query subgraphs can be very large especially when threshold θ is large.
To overcome these shortcomings, we propose a Sharing-based approach to Approximate SUbgraph Matching, called SASUM. Our approach is based on the observation that query subgraphs are highly overlapped. Due to this overlapping nature of query subgraphs, the matches of a query subgraph can be computed from the matches of a smaller query subgraph. For example, if a query subgraph q i is a subgraph of another query subgraph q j , then the matches of q j can be computed from the matches of q i by simply checking whether the additional edges, which are only contained by q j , exist in the matches of q i . Thus the number of graphs that need costly exact subgraph matching can be reduced. SASUM uses a lattice framework to identify sharing opportunities between query subgraphs. To further reduce the number of graphs that need exact subgraph matching, SASUM generates small base graphs that are shared by query subgraphs and chooses the minimum number of base graphs whose matches are used to derive the matching results of all query subgraphs. The selected base graphs are called seed graphs. SASUM performs subgraph matchCopyright c 2013 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers ing only for the seed graphs and computes the matches of all query subgraphs from them systematically. We prove that the number of graphs that need subgraph matching in SASUM is less than or equal to the number required by the state-of-the-art method [10] . In many cases, SASUM reduces the number of graphs that need subgraph matching by more than half the number required by the existing method (details are described in Sect. 6). A comprehensive set of experiments with both synthetic and real datasets shows that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art approach by orders of magnitude in terms of query execution time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present definitions and notations that are used throughout the paper in Sect. 2. We also give our formal problem statement in the section. Section 3 describes the lattice framework used in SASUM. Section 4 explains how SASUM finds the matches of all query subgraphs. In Sect. 5, we analyze our approach and compare it with the state-of-the-art approach in terms of the number of graphs that need subgraph matching. Experimental results are shown in Sect. 6. Related work is summarized in Sect. 7. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. 8.
Preliminaries
In this section we give necessary definitions and notations and present our formal problem statement. For simplicity, we investigate approximate subgraph matching for only vertex-labeled, undirected graphs. However, it is easy to extend our approach to edge-labeled and/or directed graphs without loss of generality.
Definition 1. A labeled graph G is a four element tuple G = (V, E, L, l), where V is the set of vertices and E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges. L is the set of vertex labels, and the labeling function l defines the mapping: V → L.

Definition 2. A labeled graph G
Definition 3. The edge edit distance from graph g 1 to g 2 is defined as the number of edge deletions required to transform g 1 to g 2 . We denote the edge edit distance as dist(g 1 , g 2 ). When graph g 1 cannot be transformed to graph g 2 by deleting edges, the edge edit distance from g 1 to g 2 is infinite, i.e., dist(g 1 , g 2 ) = ∞.
For example, in Fig. 1 , by deleting two edges from g 1 , we can transform g 1 into g 3 , i.e., dist(g 1 , g 3 ) = 2. Figure 2 shows our running example that consists of a query graph Q and a database graph G. Given the query graph Q in Fig. 2 (a) and threshold θ = 2, Fig. 3 shows the query subgraphs in S (Q, 2) whose edge edit distance is at least 1. Note that Q is also in S (Q, 2). For example, in our running example, the subgraph of G that consists of vertices u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , and u 4 is a match of Q. The one with vertices u 4 , u 7 , u 8 , and u 9 is an approximate match of Q because it is graph isomorphic to graph q 4 in Fig. 3 .
Given a graph q i , the set of matches in a graph G is denoted by Fig. 3 , there are two matches, i.e., M(q 4 
We assume that the average degree of the query graph is at least 2 (i.e., it has at least one cycle in it). Otherwise, there is no edge to delete. We also assume θ > 0 for allowing missing edges in approximate matches.
Problem Statement: Given a database graph G, a query graph Q, and a positive integer threshold θ, our goal is to efficiently find all graphs that are approximately isomorphic to Q in G. In other words, we want to find each M(q, G) where q ∈ S (Q, θ). 
The Lattice Framework
SASUM is a sharing-based approach to approximate subgraph matching. To reduce the number of graphs that need expensive subgraph matching, it exploits the observation that query subgraphs are highly overlapped each other.
Suppose that q i and q j be two query subgraphs, and q i is a subgraph of q j . If we have the matches of q i in a database graph G, then we can obtain the matches of q j in G by filtering out those matches of q i that do not have the edges E(q j ) \ E(q i ). For example, graph q 4 in Fig. 3 is a subgraph of Q in Fig. 2 (a) . In Example 1, we can compute the set M(Q, G) of matches of Q from the two matches of q 4 , i.e., m 1 and m 2 , by filtering out those matches without necessary edges -in this case, m 2 is filtered out because the subgraph represented by this match does not have the edge (u 4 , u 9 ). Note that we must evaluate the query subgraph q i before q j to use the matches of q i in computing those of q j .
In this section we develop the notation for describing when the matches of one query subgraph can be computed from those of another query subgraph, and for determining the evaluation order of query subgraphs.
We use a lattice structure to identify sharing opportunities between query subgraphs. The subgraph relation ⊆ imposes a partial ordering on the set of query subgraphs. We shall talk about identifying sharing opportunities between query subgraphs as forming a lattice. In order to be a lattice, any two elements (query subgraphs) must have a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound according to the ⊆ ordering. However, in our problem, we only need the assumptions that the subgraph relation ⊆ is a partial order and any two elements must have a least upper bound.
We denote a query lattice with set of graphs S (Q, θ) and subgraph relation ⊆ by S (Q, θ), ⊆ . For graphs q i , q j of the query lattice, if q i ⊆ q j , we can compute the matches of q j from the matches of q i . It is common to represent a lattice by a Hasse diagram, a graph in which the lattice elements are nodes and there is a path upward from q 1 to q 2 if and only if q 1 ⊆ q 2 . For example, Fig. 4 shows the Hasse diagram of the set of query subgraphs in S (Q, 2) shown in Fig. 3 .
For graphs q i and q j of the lattice, we say that q j is a successor of q i if and only if q i ⊆ q j and |E(q i )| = |E(q j )|−1. Inversely, q i is called a predecessor of q j . If q j is a successor of q i , we use a notation q i → q j . If a graph q has no predecessor, it is called a terminal graph. Otherwise, it is a non-terminal graph. We denote the set of terminal graphs in the lattice by T (Q, θ).
We have to find at least the matches of every graph in T (Q, θ) by subgraph matching because we do not have any smaller graphs whose matches are used to compute the matches of the graphs in T (Q, θ). Suppose that we already have the matches of the graphs in T (Q, θ). Given a nonterminal graph q in S (Q, θ), if there is a path q t → . . . → q from a terminal graph q t in T (Q, θ) to q, we can find the matches of q from those of q t by repeatedly filtering out the matches of q t not having necessary edges. The following lemma indicates that for every non-terminal graph in S (Q, θ), there always exists such a path.
Lemma 1. For every non-terminal graph q in S (Q, θ), there exists a path from some terminal graph q t in T (Q, θ) to q.
Proof. Let q be a non-terminal graph. Then, there is a graph q 1 with q 1 → q by definition. If q 1 is a non-terminal graph, then there is a graph q 2 with q 2 → q 1 . Continuing this process, we arrive at a graph q t with q t (= q k ) → q k−1 where q t is a terminal graph in T (Q, θ).
We can see from Lemma 1 that if we have the matches of all graphs in T (Q, θ), then we can compute the matches of every non-terminal graph in S (Q, θ) without performing subgraph matching from scratch. That is, we need to perform subgraph matching only for the graphs in T (Q, θ). The lattice approach tells us in what order to find the matches of query subgraphs. By using the matches of query subgraphs that have been already found, we can compute the matches of larger query subgraphs. A topological sort on the successor relation → gives us the required order of evaluation.
SASUM Query Processing
In this section we describe how to evaluate graphs in S (Q, θ) based on the lattice framework developed in the previous section. Lemma 1 in the previous section indicates that we need to find the matches of only the graphs in T (Q, θ) by subgraph matching and can compute the matches of the other graphs in S (Q, θ) from them. Although the number of graphs in T (Q, θ) is smaller than that of graphs in S (Q, θ), it can still be large. For example, if a query graph Q has m edges, the number of graphs in T (Q, θ) could be O(m θ ). To further reduce the number of graphs that need exact subgraph matching, SASUM generates a set of graphs called base graphs, denoted by B(Q, θ), that are shared by terminal graphs in T (Q, θ) by further deleting edges. Then it chooses the minimum number of base graphs whose matches are used to compute the matches of all graphs in T (Q, θ). The selected base graphs are called seed graphs, and the set of seed graphs are denoted by B seed (Q, θ). The number of seed graphs in B seed (Q, θ) is less than or equal to the number of terminal graphs in T (Q, θ) (we will provide a proof in Sect. 5), and it is much smaller in many cases. SASUM first finds the matches of the seed graphs by subgraph matching and then systematically computes the matches of all graphs in S (Q, θ). This sharing-based approach of SASUM leads to much reduction in the number of graphs that need costly exact subgraph matching.
Query processing in SASUM consists of three phases: base graph generation, seed selection, and query evaluation. Figure 5 shows an overview of query processing in SASUM. In the base graph generation phase, SASUM generates the set of base graphs B(Q, θ) from the terminal graphs in T (Q, θ). In the seed selection phase, it chooses the seed graphs from the base graphs. Finally, in the query evaluation phase, SASUM finds the matches of every graph in S (Q, θ) from the matches of the seed graphs. We describe each phase in more detail in the subsequent sections.
Base Graph Generation
SASUM generates a set of base graphs that are shared by terminal graphs through the operation of deleting edges called edge pruning, which is defined as follows:
Definition 6. In a graph G, pruning of edge e is the deletion of edge e and, if any, an isolated vertex (i.e., a vertex of degree 0) such that the resulting graph G − e is connected and has one less edge than G. When there are two isolated vertices after edge deletion, i.e., graph G has one edge, an arbitrarily chosen vertex is deleted.
For example, Fig. 6 shows the results of pruning of edges e 1 and e 3 from G. Note that in G − e 2 , the isolated vertex labeled 'A' has been removed. G − e 1 has one less edge than G, whereas G − e 3 has one less edge than G and also one less vertex.
Lemma 2. Given a connected graph G with at least one edge, edge pruning, G − e, always produces at least one graph with one less edge than G.
Proof. Assume that a graph G has a cycle in it. Then, we can delete any edge e in the cycle and obtain a graph G − e with one less edge than G. Now assume that G has no cycle in it. Then it must be a tree (connected, acyclic graph). A leaf in a tree is a vertex of degree 1. Every tree with at least one edge has at least two leaves [11] . Take any leaf v, and delete the edge e attached to it and the vertex v itself. Then we obtain a new graph G − e with one less edge and one less vertex. Figure 7 shows the base graphs generated by edge pruning from the graphs in T (Q, 2). For example, graph q 14 can be obtained by either pruning of edge e 3 from graph q 6 , or edge e 5 from graph q 9 . Note that a base graph in B(Q, θ) may be shared by one or more terminal graphs in T (Q, θ) as you can see in this example.
Seed Selection
We formally state the seed selection problem where we want to select the minimum number of base graphs in B(Q, θ) whose matches are used to compute the matches of every graph in T (Q, θ). We say that a base graph q b covers a terminal graph q t if q b ⊆ q t . We denote the set of terminal graphs in T (Q, θ) that are covered by a base graph q b in B(Q, θ) by C(q b ). Now we are required to find the smallest subset B seed (Q, θ) of B(Q, θ) such that the seed graphs in B seed (Q, θ) collectively cover every graph in T (Q, θ): that is,
It is easy to see that the seed selection problem reduces to the set cover problem [2] , whose decision version is NPComplete. An instance of the set cover problem consists of a finite set U and a collection S of subsets of U, such that every element of U belongs to at least one subset in S . We want to find the smallest subset C of S whose union is U. The seed selection problem is transformed into the set cover problem by setting U = T (Q, θ) and S = {C(q)|q ∈ B(Q, θ)}. The set cover problem requires that every element of U belongs to at least one subset in S , which is guaranteed by Lemma 2.
There is a greedy approximation algorithm for the set cover problem whose approximation ratio is ln |U| + 1 [12] . This algorithm begins by selecting the largest subset from S and then deletes all its elements from U. The algorithm adds the subset containing the largest number of remaining uncovered elements repeatedly until all elements are covered. In the seed selection phase, SASUM obtains B seed (Q, θ) from B(Q, θ) by using the greedy approximation algorithm just described.
Example 2. Figure 8 shows 
Query Evaluation
In this section we describe how to find the matches of all graphs in S (Q, θ). SASUM first finds the matches of graphs in B seed (Q, θ) by exact subgraph matching. Any exact subgraph matching algorithm can be used for this purpose. Then from these matches, it computes the matches of all graphs in T (Q, θ). Given a graph q t in T (Q, θ), the matches of any graph q b in B seed (Q, θ) can be used to compute the matches of q t if q t is in C(q b ). According to Lemma 1, the matches of graphs in T (Q, θ) can be used to compute the matches of the other graphs in S (Q, θ). To reuse matching results, we have to determine the evaluation order of graphs in S (Q, θ) such that if q i → q j , we find the matches of q i first. By topologically sorting the query lattice S (Q, θ), ⊆ on the successor relation →, we can obtain the required evaluation order of graphs.
Let the determined topological order be q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q k where k = |S (Q, θ)|. SASUM finds the matches of graphs in this order. If a graph q is a terminal graph in T (Q, θ), then SASUM already has computed the matches of q against the database graph G. If a query subgraph q is a non-terminal graph in S (Q, θ), SASUM finds the matches of q from the matches of q's predecessors in the query lattice. It is guaranteed that the matches of these predecessors have already been found by the topological sorting order of graphs over the successor relation →. We can reuse the matches of any predecessor graph here. To speed up the process of computing matches by reducing the size of intermediate matching results, SASUM uses the predecessor graph q * with the smallest number of matches, i.e., q * = arg min q {|M(q , G)| : q → q} to compute the matches of q. In Fig. 4 , the matches of q 4 can be computed from the matches of any one of graphs q 7 , q 10 , q 11 , and q 13 . The number of matches of these graphs are as follows: |M(q 7 , G)| = 5, |M(q 10 , G)| = 4, |M(q 11 , G)| = 2, and |M(q 13 , G)| = 6. Therefore, SASUM computes the matches of q 4 from those of q 11 . Now we describe how to compute the matches of a graph from those of another graph. There are two cases to consider when reusing matching results: (1) from the matches of a graph in B seed (Q, θ) to those of a graph in T (Q, θ), and (2) from the matches of a graph in S (Q, θ) to another graph in S (Q, θ). We consider the case (2) first. When q i and q j are both in S (Q, θ) and q i → q j , then graph q j has one additional edge than graph q i . In this case, for each match in M(q i , G), SASUM checks whether that match has the additional edge and prunes those matches not having that edge.
Example 3.
We now discuss the case (1). When q i is in B seed (Q, θ), q j is in T (Q, θ), and q j is in C(q i ), then q j has either (i) one additional edge, or (ii) one additional edge and one additional vertex since q i is generated by edge pruning. For the case (i), SASUM does the same as in the case (2) that v n is an additional vertex in q j , and there is an additional edge (v i , v n ) in q j where 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Now we extend the match m with the mappings (v n , u n ) for u n in G such that the edge (u i , u n ) exists in E(G), and the label of u n is equal to that of v n , i.e., l(u n ) = l(v n ). We can easily find such u n 's from G by visiting the adjacent vertices u j of u i and checking whether l(u j ) = l(v n ). Fig. 9 
Example 4. We illustrate how to compute matches from other matches by an example, shown in
Outputting Matching Results
In the problem statement present in Sect. 2, we do not impose any restrictions on the order of outputting the matching results of the graphs in S (Q, θ). However, the user may want to get the matching results in the order of the edge edit distance from the query graph: that is, the matching results of the query graph, and those with one missing edge, those with two missing edges, and so on. In this case, we must keep the matching results of every graph in S (Q, θ) before outputting them.
If the user does not care about the order of outputting results, then SASUM can reduce the space usage by producing and removing intermediate matching results early. There are two cases to consider. First, let q be a graph in B seed (Q, θ). If SASUM has obtained the matches of all graphs q where q is in C(q), then SASUM can safely throw away the matches of q because they will not be used later. Second, let q be a graph in S (Q, θ). If SASUM has obtained the matches of all graphs that are successors of q, then SASUM can remove the matches of q right away for the same reason.
Analytical Study
This section analyzes our approach to approximate subgraph matching. We aim at proving the correctness of SASUM and showing the superiority of our approach compared to the state-of-the-art method in terms of the number of graphs that need subgraph matching.
Proof of Correctness
The following theorem shows the correctness of SASUM.
Theorem 1. Given a database graph G, a connected query graph Q, and a positive integer threshold θ, SASUM finds all matches of graphs in S (Q, θ).
Proof. In the evaluation phase, SASUM first finds the matches of graphs in B seed (Q, θ) by subgraph matching. Then it computes the matches of graphs in T (Q, θ) from those of graphs in B seed (Q, θ). Now it remains to show whether SASUM correctly computes the matches of all nonterminal graphs in S (Q, θ). According to Lemma 1, for every non-terminal graph q in S (Q, θ), there is a path from some terminal graph q t in T (Q, θ) to q. Let the path be q 1 (= q t ) → q 2 → · · · → q k (= q). By the evaluation order of graphs, which is a topological order, the matches of q i is computed from those of q i−1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ k. We already have the matches of q t . Therefore, SASUM computes the matches of q eventually.
Performance Guarantee of SASUM
We compare SASUM with the state-of-the-art approach in terms of the number of graphs that need costly subgraph matching. The number of graphs that need subgraph matching is a dominant factor in the overall performance of a given method for approximate subgraph matching (we will verify this in Sect. 6 through experimental evaluation). We compare three approaches: NAIVE, SHARE, and SASUM. The NAIVE approach is the one that finds the matches of each graph in S (Q, θ) independently. The SHARE approach is a basic sharing-based approach, which is employed by the state-of-the-art method [10] . It computes the matches of a query subgraph from those of another query subgraph. SHARE needs subgraph matching for the graphs in T (Q, θ). Our approach, SASUM, increases sharing opportunities by generating base graphs and selecting a small number of seed graphs. SASUM needs subgraph matching for the graphs in B seed (Q, θ). Let C NAIVE , C SHARE , and C SASUM denote the number of graphs that need subgraph matching by NAIVE, SHARE, and SASUM, respectively.
It is easy to see that C SHARE < C NAIVE because T (Q, θ) ⊂ S (Q, θ). The following theorem shows that SASUM needs no more graphs than SHARE that need subgraph matching:
Proof. We shall show |B seed (Q, θ)| ≤ |T (Q, θ)|. SASUM selects the seed graphs in B seed (Q, θ) from the base graphs in B(Q, θ) by transforming the seed selection problem into the set cover problem and using the greedy approximation algorithm for the set cover problem, as described in Sect. 4.2. The greedy approximation algorithm selects one graph from B(Q, θ) at a time, and removes the graphs covered by the selected graph from T (Q, θ). Since every graph in B(Q, θ) covers at least one graph in T (Q, θ) (by Lemma 2), at least one graph is removed from T (Q, θ) at each iteration of the greedy approximation algorithm. Hence, the number of seed graphs in B seed (Q, θ) selected by the greedy approximation algorithm is bounded by the number of terminal graphs in 
Experimental Evaluation
Setup
We implemented our algorithm as a single threaded executable in C++. We compare our method with SAP-PER [10] , the state-of-the-art method for approximate subgraph matching. SAPPER evaluates the graphs in S (Q, θ) in the depth first search order and finds the matches of a graph q in S (Q, θ) from the matches of another graph q in S (Q, θ) where q → q, similar to our approach. However, SAP-PER always performs subgraph matching for every graph in T (Q, θ), and which q to use is predetermined. We downloaded an executable of SAPPER from the authors' website † . We used the same exact subgraph matching algorithm used in SAPPER when implementing SASUM. All experiments were performed on a machine with Intel Xeon(R) CPU E5345 2.33 GHz and 8 GB main memory, running on Fedora 12 Linux operating system. We used synthetic datasets and two real-world datasets in the experiments.
Synthetic Datasets
We first compare the two approaches on synthetic datasets. We generated synthetic datasets with a graph generator, gengraph [13] † † . The default values of the parameters are listed in Table 1 Fig. 10 , SASUM outperforms SAPPER in all cases. In particular, consider the case when the database graph is large (in Fig. 10 (a) ) and the number of distinct labels is small (in Fig. 10 (b) ) where subgraph matching requires much time. In this case, SASUM performs far better than SAPPER because SASUM requires a less number of graphs that need subgraph matching. In Fig. 10 (c) and Fig. 10 (d) , we vary † http://sites.google.com/site/shijiezhang/Home/ grapham-a-graph-approximate-matching-tool (accessed on April 12, 2011) † † downloaded at http://fabien.viger.free.fr/liafa/generation/ † † † We also used graphs whose degree distribution of vertices is uniform. We obtained similar results, thus do not include the results here. threshold θ in two different sets of database graphs. As we can see in the figures, SASUM outperforms SAPPER by orders of magnitude because SASUM requires a far less number of graphs that need subgraph matching. When threshold θ is large, the number of graphs in T (Q, θ) is large, but SASUM uses B seed (Q, θ) instead, which is far smaller than T (Q, θ). We can verify this in Fig. 11 , which shows the reduction ratio of SASUM in the number of graphs that need subgraph matching. For example, the reduction ratio of 0.6 indicates that SASUM reduces the number of graphs that need subgraph matching by 60% when compared to SAP-PER. As you can see in the figure, SASUM requires less than half the number of graphs that need subgraph matching required by SAPPER in all cases, and as θ increases, the reduction ratio further increases. We vary the number of vertices in Q and, the results are shown in Fig. 12 (a) . With more vertices in Q, more vertices and edges need to be compared in subgraph matching. Thus the query times of both methods increase. However, SASUM performs better than SAPPER because it requires a smaller number of graphs that need subgraph matching.
The last parameter we vary is the average degree of Q. The results are shown in Fig. 12 (b) . A high vertex degree generates more graphs in S (Q, θ) since the number of graphs in S (Q, θ) is exponential to the average degree of Q. And when the average degree of Q is large, subgraph matching needs to compare more edges. Thus, as the average degree of Q increases, the performance gap between SASUM and SAPPER widens.
We analyze query execution time of SASUM to access relative portion of time spent at subgraph matching and that spent at the other parts. The results are shown in Fig. 13 (a) and (b). Figure 13 (a) shows the portion of time spent by subgraph matching and the other parts in the overall query execution time. As the number of vertices in G increases, subgraph matching needs to compare more vertices. Thus, the portion of time spent by subgraph matching increases and dominates the overall performance. In Fig. 13 (b) , we vary threshold θ. Here the portion of time spent by the other parts increases as θ increases. This is because the number of graphs in S (Q, θ) is exponential to θ. Nevertheless, the portion of time spent by subgraph matching is still dominant in all cases.
Real datasets
For real-world data, we prepared two large real graphs: a human protein interaction network [14] and a collaboration network [15] . The protein interaction network contains 10,527 vertices and 40,903 edges. Each vertex represents a protein, and the label of the vertex is its gene ontology term. An edge in the graph represents an interaction between the two proteins it connects. The collaboration network includes 5,241 vertices and 14,484 vertices. Each vertex represents an author, and there is an edge between two authors if they coauthored a paper. 250 labels are randomly distributed over the vertices in the collaboration network. We compare the performance of SASUM and SAPPER over different query graphs extracted from the two graphs. Since most of the results are similar to those for the synthetic datasets, we show the results of varying only threshold θ, which are shown in Fig. 15 . The figure shows that SASUM outperforms SAPPER by orders of magnitude in terms of query execution time in both datasets.
Related Work
Subgraph matching, which finds the occurrences of a specified graph pattern in a graph, is a fundamental operation in graph data processing. Ullmann [3] proposed a subgraph matching algorithm based on a state space search method with backtracking. VF2 [4] is a more recent work that introduces a set of feasibility rules for pruning the state space. These two methods, however, are prohibitively expensive for query processing against a large database graph since they do not use any index structure by preprocessing the database graph.
Several indexing based method have been developed for subgraph matching. In graph indexing methods, e.g., GraphGrep [16] , gIndex [17] , TreePi [18] , Tree+Δ [19] , and FG-Index [20] , the graph database consists of a set of small graphs. The goal of graph indexing is to find all graphs that contain a given query graph. On the other hand, subgraph indexing finds all occurrences of a given query graph in a very large database graph. GADDI [5] , NOVA [6] , SUMMA [7] , the approach proposed in [8] , and SAPPER [10] fall into this category. Our approach, SASUM, also belongs to this category.
Recently, a number of methods have been proposed to support approximate subgraph matching [10] , [21] , [22] .
Among them, similarity search methods, e.g., TALE [21] and G-Hash [22] , are not designed to find all approximate matches of a given query graph. SAPPER [10] is the stateof-the-art method that finds all approximate matches of a given query graph from a large database graph. SAPPER uses the fact that subgraphs of a given query are highly overlapped. It finds the matches of a larger graph from those of a smaller graph. However, SAPPER still needs to perform subgraph matching for a large number of graphs.
Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated how to find all approximate matches of a given graph from a large database graph, allowing missing edges. A straightforward method is to generate a set of query subgraphs, which have no more missing edges than a user-specified threshold, and perform subgraph matching for each query subgraph independently. However, this simple method is infeasible in many cases since the number of query subgraphs could still be too large, and subgraph matching itself is a very difficult problem.
To address this problem, we have proposed a sharingbased approach to fast approximate subgraph matching called SASUM. We aim at reducing the number of graphs that need subgraph matching, which decides the overall performance of an approximate subgraph matching algorithm. To this end, SASUM exploits the fact that query subgraphs are highly overlapped. Due to this property, the matches of a query subgraph can be computed from those of another query subgraph without costly subgraph matching. SASUM uses a lattice framework to identify sharing opportunities between query subgraphs. SASUM goes one step further and produces small base graphs that are shared by query subgraphs by edge pruning. It then chooses a small number of seed graphs from them, and performs subgraph matching only for the seed graphs. SASUM computes the matches of all query subgraphs from those of seed graphs systematically. We have proven that the number of graphs that need subgraph matching required by SASUM is less than or equal to the number required by the state-of-the-art method, and it is much smaller in many cases as shown through the experimental evaluation. A comprehensive set of experiments has shown that SASUM outperforms the state-of-the-art method by orders of magnitude in terms of query execution time due to great reduction in the number of graphs that need subgraph matching.
